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In this case, I do not mean anything new . On the 
contrary! It has become a tradition in the history of 
the Puppet Theater in Stara Zagora to organize and 
carry out those laboratories-meetings of the team and 
some external participants, who would like to take 
part in a process of investigation, specific “look into” 
and acquaintance of something new in diverse as-
pects of the creative activities . The XI edition of the 
International Art Laboratory Atelier, titled “Against 
myself ” took place in the period between the 25th of 
September and the 10th of October 2016 . This event 
made an attempt to “foresee” the vast production, 
comprising the life and the creative works of F .M . 
Dostoyevsky . And because of the efforts of the bold 
and widely discussed for its achievements team, with 
an art director Veselka Kuncheva, Ina Bojidarova as 
playwright, Marieta Golomehova – stage designer, 
Hristo Namliev – composer, Ivaylo Markov – stage 
lights’ designer and Alessandro Sollima – guest cho-
reographer from Italy . There were 23 performers and 
no one of them gave up the desire to try something 
different in the field of the scenic language, being 
motivated by the knowledge of the human psyche 
and more precisely “the specifics of the Slavic psyche”, 
formulated in the following quote-saying by 
Dostoyevsky “Man is unhappy because he doesn’t 
know he’s happy; only because of that .” The topic, 
which was selected for the atelier, disposed of a stage 
environment, which within the stage design of 
Marieta Golomehova turned out to be the ashes – an 
image and a “proverb”, concerning the complete hu-
man dedication and burning into the passion, into 
the addiction, into the attacks of the disease and the 
madness, into the delirium between the dream and 
the reality, into the gap between the crime and the 
punishment, between the life and the death – obtru-
sive motifs, based on the life and the works of 
Dostoyevsky .

In the front and the back of the stage there were 
branches and trucks of trees, collected and charred by 
the participants in the atelier, left in a determinate 
place outside of the big city; in the center of the stage 
there was a ring of extinguished embers; on the top 
– a celestial dome, shadowed by the ashes . The view 
included lighted fireplaces, a sharp smoke, coming 
from the burning of the trees, warmth and beauty, 
contained in the movements of the flame, black hues, 
cold air and immobility of the carbonized bodies – all 
these components taking us to a contemplation and 
experience of the contrasts, to a chance of knowledge 
and a presence into the reality, which can stimulate 
the imagination or create concepts and ideas for play . 
That is how the environment of the atelier began “in 
direct” and “with collective enthusiasm” . And respec-
tively, this environment continued to fill with doubts 
and rediscoveries, and with something even more 
valuable – the look inside oneself, far beyond from 
the monotony of the daily life, similar to a juxtaposi-
tion with other colleagues, similar to the ambition 
and the competition to achieve a higher result than 
the one that I have previously rated for myself or oth-
ers have ascribed to me .

The experimental process passed through several 
stages, which required and imposed discipline, team’s 
responsibility and rejection of a selfish contribution . 
The meeting and the work with the young choreog-
rapher Alessandro Sollima turned out to be very 
useful . He was in the specific charge of the objective 
for directing the body training – the movements, the 
gestures, which were supposed to correspond to the 
intellectual process in a determinate character, to the 
grade of the emotional charge, to the common idea 
in a certain situation . Besides that he was able to 
make the different, but “stiff ” bodies of the actors 
move, he also managed to show them the tools and 
the technique, which to use for mastering and con-
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trol of their movements in a group demonstration; 
he made them feel flexible as atoms, which can as-
sociate or run away easily, and without colliding into 
each other, in accordance with the specific scenes . 
The mastered knowledge of movements was not a 
personal ambition, a choreographic dance or a 
physical theater . It conformed completely with the 
vision of the director Veselka Kuncheva, with her 
conception of the scenic fragments, the pieces, the 
dream visions, all based on motifs, concerning the 
subject of Dostoyevsky . The most important part 
referred to the scenes, which were built by means of 
the suggestions of the actors, by their personal ef-
forts to present their own sensation and accumulated 
knowledge about the universe of Dostoyevsky, using 
certain character and actor’s play . For some of them 
one sentence or a phrase turned out to be sufficient, 
for others – a monologue or a quote from his letters, 
for the rest it was just the fact that they are holding a 
book .

I felt respect by several things: the perseverance 
of Veselka Kuncheva to prove herself as a director, 
who always focuses on the “intransitive” and the 
“difficult” topics and authors, without following an 
ambition to rediscover or interpret them from a cho-
sen perspective . Her approach is the juxtaposition or 
the look into the self – the comparison between the 
real “Me of today” and the everlasting topics about 
the sense of life in the literary production of the 
great minds and philosophers . At first it may seem 
like her direction is distant from the direct social 
engagement and position, but in fact she “poetizes”, 
with a certain scenic conception of symbols, exactly 
that critical and profound, almost confessional look, 
directed towards the modern person, who has un-
dergone a change and is taken by surprise into the 
modern life, marked by its new extremities . The se-
lected motto “Against myself ” has not been casually 
selected after the staging of “Immured”, “I, Sisyphus”, 
“Fear”, “Runaways” and “The queen of spades” have 
taken place, but it is a confirmation of the path, 
which the team of Veselka Kuncheva has chosen to 
follow – as unique evidence of the creative work in 
the domain of the true and the difficult art . And 
another impression of mine concerns the way of 
communication with the actors and the whole team, 
which was engaged in the atelier . I call it intelligent, 
exciting, tiring, but also calm, thanks to the skills of 
Veselka Kuncheva, who showed capacity in demand-
ing precise tasks and thanks to her patience, able to 
stimulate and wait for “the birth”, the appearance of 
that artistic character, which can satisfy each of the 
participants in the process .

The act of creation, the act of mutually creative 
and correct communication, as well as the one of 
accumulation of new knowledge by informal and 
oppressive way, as it has to be in the theater and re-
spectively in the “lab” of the Puppet Theater in Stara 
Zagora, once again managed to state its efficiency 
and indispensability .

Here is what the participants 
in the “lab” shared, according to 
an enquiry, which they took part 
in . The number of the asked ques-
tions was three and after each one 
of them I will point out only part 
of the received answers, so that 
repetitions can be avoided .

1. What did you discover 
about yourself during the tasks 
and the process of work in the 
“lab” of this year?

 - I discovered that besides the 
work of the actor on himself, the 
work of the director with the ar-
tiste is also of exceptional impor-
tance . It is very important to take 
the spiritual universe of the actor 
as a primary source and the peo-
ple who do this are just a few . But, 
in fact, here it happened in the 
correct way . We, as strangers, 
managed to convert into a team, 
but we also became friends .

 - I discovered a more different 
stage presence – the opportunity 
to express your thoughts by means 
of the life of your body .

 - I discovered that I still need 
to search for an expression of my 
own feelings and that this is the 
theater that I want to do more of-
ten .

 - The freedom to express 
yourself in a different way and 
free yourself from all habits and 
prejudices; the improvement of 
the English language upon the 
meeting with a foreigner .

 - During “the lab” I passed 
through different stages of inter-
nal arrangements – emotional and 
philosophic . I found out that I 
have to walk a long road to be able 
to overcome the fact that when 
I’m facing challenges, I become 
more introvert psychically .

 - New friends .
2. What is the reason for your 

participation – the author, the 
direction, the stage design, the 
music, the training of the body?

- The work of the whole crea-
tive team, including the actor’s 
team .

- Could I do what others do?
- The author .
- All of these .
- The friendship, the author, 

the direction, the music, the train-
ing of the body .

- The team of the “lab” is great 
and all of the mentioned above 
could one by one serve as an occa-
sion and inspiration, but gathered 
together, these concepts represent 
an inner provocation and motiva-
tion, which for me are extremely 
precious .

3. “The lab” – a necessity, an 
obligation, a curiosity, a risk, a 
personal ambition, a fear and an 
insecurity, a knowledge (add 
more, if you wish)?

 - A little from everything .
 - Fear and insecurity, misery 

of the soul .
 - A necessity, a curiosity, a 

knowledge .
 - An opportunity .
 - A communication .
 - A meeting, leaving the zone 

of the actor’s comfort, self-disci-
pline, self-perfection and self-
knowledge .

 - The possibility to create a 
conflict with your own self, to 
work with new colleagues .

 - A philosophic revival . 
Stoicism .

 - “The lab” – responsibility for 
the freedom!

 - It is nice!

And may the last expression, the end of this en-
quiry sound out loudly and sincerely – mainly in 
favor of the team of the Puppet Theater in Stara 
Zagora, who never refused to work and support the 
searchers of the new, the different, the hard and also 
dared to run the risk of the organization of “the atel-
iers-labs” in the name of the sense of the creative 
activities .


